Bernard Controls:
raising the
standard for
actuation
excellence

Bernard Controls SN range of actuators for inside containment applications.

Bernard Controls is celebrating its 75th Jubilee this year, a prestigious milestone
for a company which has striven to provide products of excellence to a wide
range of industries over the decades. Nuclear Exchange travelled to the
company’s headquarters near Paris, France to learn about its activities in the
nuclear market and how it is carefully developing actuators that surpass even
the strict requirements of the nuclear industry. Present were Chairman & CEO
Mr. Etienne Bernard, Company Secretary Ms Christine Bernard, Quality Manager
Mr. Bernard Barbot, Executive Vice President for Sales Mr. Jean-Yves Pinvidic,
Executive Vice President for Marketing Mr. Fabien Lemaitre and Business
Development Manager for Western Europe & Mediterranean Mr. Alan Rochery.
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Excellence in innovation; a word from Etienne Bernard,
Chairman & CEO
Bernard Controls has always been an innovator in the nuclear market, and its range
of SN actuators is the latest example. So where does the inspiration for these
innovations come from?
“The design of our SN range of nuclear actuators, which were qualified four years
ago, emerged from the close relationships we have developed with all major nuclear
companies. Drawing on our 40 years of continuous experience and knowledge
exchange with these key players, we were convinced that nuclear energy will

VIDEO INTERVIEW

remain necessary in both industrialized and developing countries, with the key

with Mr Etienne Bernard

condition being a high level of security,” explains Mr. Bernard. “Secondly, given
the development of new techniques appearing in the nuclear technologies such
as the EPR, AP1000 and new generation reactors, we felt we had to design and
Untitled-1 1

manufacture products which bring together all the latest technological evolutions.
Three key innovative features were integrated into the design:
• Strengthened watertightness with the possibility of this to be checked at any

See the exclusive video
interview with the President
of Bernard Controls at
www.nuclear-exchange.
com/BernardControls
7/14/2011 11:07:41 AM

moment;
• Modular design for easy maintenance, and especially the necessity to reduce
exposure of on-site personnel within the reactor containment;
• The latest modulating technology, since electric modulating is more reliable and performs better than
pneumatic modulating.
These features mean that the SN range not only meets but actually surpasses today’s stringent requirements for the nuclear
industry. In this way Bernard Controls continues to raise the bar for excellence and improve safety across the industry”.
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Bernard Controls, reliable partner of the most challenging markets.
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industries such as nuclear, particularly
for after-sales departments who are
required to pass on their expertise to the

Facts & Figures

customer. It’s essential for staff to have a

Name:

very thorough understanding of both the

Headquarters:

Gonesse, France (Paris area)

field and the product, and that they have

Manufacturing sites:

Asia – Beijing (China), Europe – Gonesse (Paris, France) &

a high level of technical skill in order to

Bernard Controls

Grandvilliers (Oise, France)

be able to understand the requirements

Subsidiaries &

in Asia (China), Europe (Belgium, France, Germany,

of a product. In this respect our long-

Sales offices:

Italy, Spain) and the United States. Sales Offices in
Asia (Bangkok & Shanghai), the Middle-East (Dubai) and

standing presence in the French market

Russia (Moscow)

is an enormous asset; we have very good
relationships with all the French players

Agents & Distributors:

Republic of Korea

in the field which secured us a strong
introduction into the Chinese market.

More than 50 over the world, including Brazil and

Products:

Electric actuators (quarter-turn, multiturn, failsafe,

This enabled us to open a subsidiary in

modulating, nuclear and special design) and associated

Beijing a few years ago and quickly reach

controls (intelligent controls INTELLI+ and fieldbus
solutions – Master Station)

an agreement directly with our Chinese
customers. We’ve built up strong

Quality certifications:

NEMA …

relationships and have a very high level
of confidence with our Chinese partners.
Evidence of this is the fact that most of
the new build Chinese nuclear power
plants will contain Bernard Controls

Nuclear certifications:

IEEE, RCC-E, KTA

Main applications:

Power generation, Water, Building automation,
Industries, Marine, Oil & Gas

NPP equipped:

over 100 nuclear reactors equipped worldwide

Main clients:

End users, engineering companies, valve manufacturers,

actuators. Of course it required a lot of
close cooperation and hard work
between our technical department in
France and our Chinese partners to

ISO 9001-2000, ABS, ATEX, CE, CSA, GOST-R, GGTN,

systems integrators
Turnover:

40M € in 2010

Employees:

350

Website:

www.bernardcontrols.com

reach this point. It was a long process to
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